Modeling the patterns of visual field loss in glaucoma.
A computer model was developed to test the assumption that diffuse neural loss can result in the field loss pattern characteristic of glaucoma. The anterior visual pathways comprised the retinal ganglion cells, and their axons up to the optic nerve head (ONH) were modeled in a computer program. Axon resistance to stress was accounted for depending on the location on the ONH, taking into consideration the presence or absence of vessels in the area. Damage patterns were applied to the axons at the ONH, and the corresponding dendritic fields were removed accordingly. A visual field was extracted and represented on a gray scale after a predetermined stage of damage was reached. Two patterns of damage were considered, a diffuse damage produced by randomly removing fibers and an ordered anteroposterior elimination. Random damage never rendered a pattern loss. Ordered centrifugal fiber loss may produce a radial pattern more conspicuous when the vessels are endowed with a protective role. In both cases, scotomas tend to be detectable earlier in more peripheral locations, attributable to the increasing size of the receptive fields with eccentricity. The model shows that pattern loss typical of glaucoma cannot be solely the result of a random loss of fibers. Anteroposterior damage of the ONH can explain radial progression of scotomas if a protective role is introduced for the central vessels.